This paper examines the impact of incentive fee on exotic option pricing when the volatility is a stochastic process and is correlated with the underlying asset price. Since high water mark (HWM) is the benchmark employed by incentive schemes in the hedge fund industry, we first develop the HWM lookback optionpricing framework in stochastic volatility model. This provides an improvement to previous works in constant volatility model. We also explore option prices through Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and variance reduction technique. We further demonstrate that our discrete simulation to HWM option pricing is more practical than models assuming continuous collection of incentive fees. Numerical examples illustrate how the stochastic volatility models and incentive scheme influence option pricing.
Introduction
Over the last few years, hedge funds have been experiencing significant growth in both the number of hedge funds and the amount of assets under management. Based on the estimates by Securities and Exchange Commission, there are currently around 8,000 hedge funds in the United States managing around $1 trillion in assets. Hedge fund assets are growing faster than mutual fund assets and have roughly one quarter of the assets of mutual funds. They often provide markets and investors with substantial benefits, such as enhancing liquidity, contributing to market efficiency by taking speculative and value-driven trading position, and offering investors an important risk management tool by providing valuable portfolio diversification.
Compensation schemes, which align manager interests with investor interests, play an important role in financial market. Hedge fund industries usually employ a never negative incentive fee (NNIF) [4] structure, and use a high water mark (HWM) as the benchmark, which increases over time to make up for previous failures to exceed the target. Fung and Hsieh [6] provide a rationale for the organization of hedge funds and demonstrate the incentive fee paid to successful managers can be significantly higher than the fixed management fee. Carpenter [3] and Basak, Pavlova, and Shapiro [1] examine effects of the incentive compensation on the optimal dynamic investment strategies. Goetzmann, Ingersoll and Ross [7] utilize an option approach to calculate the present value of the fees charged by money managers.
One of the factors that provide an explanation for the recent success of exotic options is their significant hedging role, which meets the hedgers' needs in cost effective ways. The exotic option price derived from the Black-Scholes model [2] under constant volatility assumption could be wildly wrong since most derivative markets exhibit persistently varying volatilities. Li's [11] study of the HWM lookback option in the constant volatility model, under the assumption of incentive fee collected continuously, is not very practical since the fee is usually collected monthly or quarterly in practice. In this paper, we first use MC method to study the price of path dependent HWM lookback option in a stochastic volatility model, in which the stock price and volatility are instantaneously correlated. Then, the framework of the HWM option pricing is set up with stochastic volatility and HWM lookback option is simulated by Monte Carlo discretion and variance reduction technique. Finally, some numerical examples and results are given. 
HWM option pricing framework
on a complete filtered probability space (Ώ, F, P). Let the filtration F = { F t :0≤ t ≤ T } be the − P augmentation [16] of the natural filtration of W. Hence the uncertainty in this setup is generated by the process W and the flow of information is represented by the filtration F. We say . Now assume an arbitrage-free financial market consisting of two traded assets in which trading takes place continuously over the period ] , 0 [ T : one locally risk-free asset B with risk-free interest rate r, and one risky asset of price S (called the primitive asset). We define the time t prices of the asset of the fund as the solution to the following stochastic differential equation
where D is the basic management fee, σ is the volatility process, to be discussed
is a standard Brownian Motion (SBM). The correlation between volatility process and the return process of the primitive asset is represented by a constant ]
. H t is the HWM at time t. We consider two different dynamics for the volatility process .
σ The first is the Geometric Brownian Motion Process (GBMP) [10, 13] , ,
where the appreciation rate α and the volatility of the volatility θ are constants. ( )
where v is square of σ , v is the long-run mean variance, and k represents the speed of mean reversion. Feller [5] has shown that the density of t v at time 
detail, see [15] . Then eqn (1) can now be written as follows:
In the simplest case, the HWM is the highest level the asset value that has reached in the past. For some incentive contracts, the HWM grows at the rate of interest or other contractually stated rate , t G thus evolution of t H is locally deterministic as Goetzmann, Ingersoll and Ross [7] 
where t G , the contractual growth rate of the HWM, is usually zero or r. When the primitive asset value reaches a new high, the HWM is reset to this higher level.
Following the arguments in Hull and White [10] , there are three state variables, S, σ and H, of which S is traded. When the fund's assets are below the HWM and the volatility is a GBMP, the option price t V satisfies the following partial differential equation (PDE)
if the volatility is a SRMRP, the PDE can be written as 
giving the boundary condition
Hence eqn (6) or eqn (7) together with eqn (8) and eqn (9) give the solution of the option price with the HWM provision in different stochastic volatility models. From a probability view, the current value of a floating strike lookback put option with payoff ( )
is the discounted expectation of the payoff under the risk neutral measure. consider a lookback option whose value depends on n M and then take the limit as ∞ → n . Recall that as n tends to infinity and by stochastic calculus, we have 
HWM lookback option price simulation algorithm
Suppose an option has payoff ) (ω T T Λ ≡ Λ at time T , where T Λ may depend on the state Ω ∈ ω . Assuming that no arbitrage exists, under the martingale measure P associated with the accumulator numernaire, the option value t V at time
which can be solved using plain MC method. A standard reference for applications of MC methods in finance is Jäckel [11] . Eqn (16) is an integral over the state space Ω ,
which can be approximated by constructing a set { } N n n ,.., 1 = ω of discrete sample paths randomly selected under a measure P , a discrete approximation to the measure P . Then the approximation t Vˆ to t V is
In our implementation, the processes t σ or t v and t S can be discretized by Euler scheme. For the simplest case, let growth rate G of the HWM and the basic management fee be zero, we have MC simulation algorithm of HMW lookback put option price for the SRMRP as for 
Examples and numerical results
Now we present some numerical examples to demonstrate the effects of incentive scheme and different stochastic volatility models by the plain MC 
and number of periods = 180. Standard errors are in parentheses. In Table 1 , the value of constant volatility = 0.15. For the GBMP in Table 2 Table 4 and 5, we use , As shown from these results, the option prices of the SRMRP are lower than those of the GBMP or the constant volatility. In both GBMP and SRMRP, the option price is an increasing function of the correlation ρ. It is also worth noticing that the more frequently the incentive fee is paid, the lower the option price, and the price is the lowest when nothing paid. One possible explanation is the price of the underlying asset reduces a portion when the incentive fee is collected, and it is much difficult for the asset price to reach a new high. Finally, antithetic variate method can reduce the standard error by a factor of about 2. 
